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Wetland Wander aims to inspire engagement in the 
environmental, cultural and aesthetic values of wetlands 

and conservation of these critical ecosystems. 

An art-science collaboration led by wetland ecologist Fernanda Adame, artists 
Leah Barclay, James Cunningham, and Suzon Fuks. It incorporates knowledge 
from current and traditional landowners within Quandamooka (Moreton 
Bay), and Nywaigi, Gulgnay and Girramay countries (North Queensland)

mailto:igneousdirectors@gmail.com
http://wetlandwander.net


Slow walks through wetland habitats, mangrove sounds 
by day and night, drone-view, living-landscap paintings, 
360-degree worlds of wonder, flights into species’ niches. 

By getting up close and personal with the swamp, we 
sense the beauty and the ecosystem complexity. 

Informed by science and culture, we can take in the big 
picture–the intrinsic, environmental and timeless values 
of wet land.

Wetlands are one of the most valuable ecosystems on 
Earth; they provide us three of the most basic human 
needs: clean water, food, and protection.
There are few places more productive than wetlands; in 
Queensland, they support fisheries and a huge diversity 
of plants and animals, including the iconic Australian 
barramundi and crocodiles. Wetlands have the capacity 
for cleaning our waterways by absorbing nutrients and 
retaining sediment and pollutants. They can also protect 
us against storms and floods by slowing down wind, 
waves, and retaining water. Finally, wetlands are one of 
the most carbon-rich ecosystems on the planet, storing 
three to five times more carbon than any terrestrial forest. 
 



The Team

Fernanda Adame – Wetland Ecologist at Griffith University
Her research focuses on the values of wetlands, especially on their role in mitigating 
carbon emissions and improving water quality. She currently works on studying the role 
of wetlands in the Great Barrier Reef to ameliorate nitrogen inputs and the feasibility of 
creating a mangrove protected area with carbon credits in Mexico. https://experts.griffith.
edu.au/academic/f.adame

Leah Barclay – Sound Artist, Composer & Researcher
Leah works at the intersection of art, science and technology, specialising in acoustic 
ecology, ecoacoustics and sound art. Large-scale projects include Biosphere Soundscapes—
exploring the changing soundscapes of UNESCO Biosphere Reserves, and River 
Listening—on freshwater ecoacoustics in collaboration with the Australian Rivers Institute. 
She is currently a Research Fellow at the Queensland Conservatorium Research Centre 
at Griffith University and leads research projects on acoustic ecology and climate change. 
https://leahbarclay.com

James Cunningham – Walking/Media Artist, Igneous Co-Director
Engages in durational stillness and conscious walking, through performance and video. 
Examines the limits of bodily perception, performativity and the relationality of one’s self 
with others, objects, and environment. A lead artist in ‘Fluidata’—an immersive installation 
and performance produced by Igneous on waterways throughout Queensland. http://
cunningham.igneous.org.au

Suzon Fuks – Multimedia Artist, Igneous Co-Director
Bridging art, science and the environment, she uses body-based practices, the moving 
image, photography and interactive technologies to voice people’s concerns about water, 
women and people seeking asylum. Multi-award-winner, she also received the prestigious 
Australia Council for the Arts Fellowship and Copeland Fellowship. She initiated and 
founded the art-science online platform Waterwheel, dedicated to water issues and 
produced by Igneous (2011–2016). http://suzonfuks.net

In the Wetland Wander installation, people are able to 
experience three types of wetlands: lacustrine wetlands 
or lakes, palustrine wetlands or swamps, and estuarine 
wetlands or mangroves and marsh.

The quotes woven throughout the visuals & soundscape 
can be found in full in the “Knowledge” section of
www.wetlandwander.net, a website which also includes 
visuals and sounds of dronescapes and walks.

The exhibition consists of: 

- Immersive installation: 
- dual channel video projection, adjustable to intimate
  or big spaces, with quadraphonic soundscape

- Screen-based works:
- video overview with scientist Fernanda Adame
- series of interviews with indigenous Australians, farmers,
  a ranger and an eco-tourism operator
- triptych of ‘dronescapes’—drone videography edited
  with spatial soundscapes 
- series of video walks with ‘3D’ sound, binaurally recorded

http://wetlandwander.net


THE IMMERSIVE
INSTALLATION
consists of a dual channel video projection,
adjustable to intimate or big spaces,
with quadraphonic soundscape

“Thanks to this remarkable art-science collaboration, we can immerse ourselves in the sights and sounds of Queensland’s 
wetlands. So beautiful!” – Dr Liz O’Brien



THE IMMERSIVE
INSTALLATION
journeys through three types of wetlands
by day and by night.

DAY ONE
Lakes or ‘lacustrine wetlands’ have water all year round and are full 
of fish, aquatic plants, and reptiles. The noises here are aquatic insects.

NIGHT
Wetlands are places of particular value for Aboriginal people. 
As night falls, listen to Elders and Traditional Owners explain 
their importance. 

DAY TWO
Swamps are what we call ‘palustrine wetlands’. These wetlands are 
occasionally flooded and have lots of green grass and trees. Melaleuca 
forests can only be found in Australia. Bird and frog sounds are aplenty.

NIGHT
Sometimes, large storms bring water to the wetlands. The frogs 
and other night animals seem to be ‘singing-in’ the approaching 
rain. 

DAY THREE
Further down the coast, ‘estuarine wetlands’ are recognised because 
the tides flood them. They are a bit salty, so only a few kinds of plants 
can live here, such as mangroves and marshes. The sound of snapping 
shrimp accompanies the strage shapes formed by mangrove roots.

NIGHT
As we approach the sea, we enter seagrass meadows and 
finally the Great Barrier Reef. In the dark, we can hear all sorts 
of marine animals such as fish, dolphins and whales.



THE IMMERSIVE INSTALLATION
•	 2x video projectors and computers or media players
•	 4x speakers 
•	 white walls
•	 white fabric triangle on floor
•	 white circle on floor
•	 paperbark
•	 12 tree stumps for sitting

Note: we provide white fabric circle & triangle, tree stumps and paperbarkTHE IMMERSIVE 
INSTALLATION



SCREEN-BASED WORKS
- video overview with scientist Fernanda Adame
- series of interviews with indigenous Australians, farmers, a ranger and an eco-tourism operator
- triptych of ‘dronescapes’—drone videography edited with spatial soundscapes 
- series of video walks with ‘3D’ sound, binaurally recorded

“Brings the wetlands relationally closer so that we might 
think alongside these precious and lively biotic places, 
and reflect on what’s at stake should we lose them.” 

– Sue Reid, Legal and Environmental Specialist



SCREEN-BASED WORKS

SCREEN-BASED WORKS
•	 video overview: 1 monitor and 2x headphones
•	 series of interviews: 1 monitor and 2x headphones
•	 triptych of ‘dronescapes’: 3x monitors and 3x headphones
•	 series of video walks: 1 monitor and 2x headphones

Minimum equipment required for all works:
6x monitors & 9 headphones. 
Additional monitors & headphones, if available, can be used
for interviews and video walks.

series of interviews

triptych of dronescapes

series of video walks



ARTISTS TALKS &
WORKSHOPS BY REQUEST
for juniors, teenagers and adults
Exploring Waterways
using mobile technologies
Wetland Ecoacoustics
Walkshops

CONTACT
igneousdirectors@gmail.com
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